Conception and Design for Casting Parts
Design for Die Casting Parts
1. Weight Reduction to Save the costs and weights
The designer aim to reduce the volume of material for component to save both cost and weight. The
more metal the component contains will need more time to fill the die cavity and more time to cool the
metal prior to eject. He can design pockets or reduce the cross-section to be thinner sections if need
with ribs to strengthen. The location and pockets need to be considered as they can sometimes cause
no constant shrinkage which may affect components accuracy.

2. Add Ribs
The designer can add ribs on thin walls casting to increase component strength. Specially, he will
locate the ribs on suitable location for ejector pins and assist in metal flow. If possible, the ribs
should include fillets and radii as large as he can to reduce sharp corners and rapid changes in
cross-section.

3. Shrinkage
All metals will shrink from casting temperature to room temperature. The theoretical shrinkage is
about 0.006, always toward the nominal center as Figure shown. The shrinkage permits the casting
escape from the tooling cavity, but tends to lock it onto any die section that projects into it. The designer
can apply “draft” into the component to reduce.

4. Draft
Draft is the small taper on the cavity sides to help the component easy to eject.

5. Uniform Cross Section
Designer can make the cross section to be uniform in order to speed up the metal flow through the die.
Otherwise the suddenly wall thickness change will cause turbulence in die cast metal. The result is
porosity happened. Think more is that casting with large difference in cross section will shrink
irregularly.

6. Radii and Fillets
Designer has to avoid sharp corners and rapid change in cross section. In addition, an inside corner
should be designed with a fillet- an outside corner with a radius as possible. Reducing sharp inside
corners can give additional strength to components and can improve the filling. Radii and fillets as small
as 0.127mm can make improvement to components.

7. Surface Finish of Die Casting
Die Casting components surface finish depend on the finish of the tooling itself. Highly polished
tooling surface can be expected to has a good surface casting component. The generally die casting parts
surface roughness are from 16 to 64 mircoinches. The die caster can easy to produce the matte finishes,
also to make a high logo and trademark.

8. Parting Line and Ejector Pins
The parting line is the plane where the two halves die meet. The designer must think through each
part carefully, much of success or lack of success will depend on the construction of parting surfaces.
The parting line should be kept as straight or flat as possible in general.
The ejector pins are the steel bars to remove the casting component from the tooling. Good tooling
maker will reduce the “visible” marks as possible. Designer may give the suggestion on where the
ejector can be located or not.
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